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Recognizing words across regional accents:
The role of perceptual assimilation in lexical competition
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spoken in L1 regional accents that are unfamiliar and
phonetically disparate from listeners’ native accent offer new
insights on abstract and episodic effects in lexical access.
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Abstract
Unfamiliar regional accents disrupt spoken word recognition
by L2 and L1 learners and L1 adults, and confuse ASR and
smart systems. Little is known, however, about which aspects
of non-native accents hinder word recognition, or what
processes are involved. We assessed how Australian English
(AusE) listeners’ recognition of words in unfamiliar accents is
affected by two types of cross-accent perceptual assimilation:
1) other-accent phones that constitute ‘deviant’ versions of the
matching AusE phonemes (Category Goodness assimilation:
CG); 2) phones that cross a native phonological boundary, i.e.,
assimilate to mismatching AusE phonemes (Category Shift:
CS). Eyetracking (“visual world”) revealed the timecourse of
lexical competition during online identification of words
spoken in Jamaican (JaME: vowel differences from AusE) and
Cockney English (CknE: consonant differences), while
choosing among four printed choice words: target, onset and
offset competitors, unrelated distracter. Recognition was
slower, and both competitor types were considered more and
longer for JaME and CknE than AusE pronunciations; these
effects were stronger for CS than CG differences. We
conclude that: 1) perceptual assimilation plays a key role in
cross-accent word recognition; 2) lexical competition involves
not only onsets but also later aspects of words; 3) vowel and
consonant variations affect lexical competition similarly.

A likely factor in recognizing words in other L1 accents is
the ways in which the unfamiliar vowel and consonant
pronunciations are perceptually assimilated to phonemes in the
listener’s native accent. Therefore, we extended the principles
of the Perceptual Assimilation Model [PAM: 21, 22] to crossaccent word recognition, using critical vowels and consonants
that should be assimilated either to the same native-accent
phoneme but as a deviant token (Category Goodness type:
CG), or to a different, contrasting native phoneme (Category
Shifting type: CS, a novel extension of PAM’s Two Category
[TC] assimilation type). We designed two experiments to
compare how CG and CS accent differences in specific vowels
and consonants influence spoken word recognition.

2. Overview of experiments
We adapted the visual world paradigm, which provides
sensitive indices of the timecourse of lexical competition
during spoken word recognition [23, 24], as follows: 1) spoken
target words were presented in isolation rather than in carrier
phrases, because phonetic and phonological properties of
carrier sentences in either the native or unfamiliar accents
could confound target word recognition [25]; 2) the onscreen
choices participants used to indicate what they had heard were
printed words instead of pictures [26, 27]; 3) “not there”
appeared centrally to increase task sensitivity [26, 27]; 4) the
choice sets included the target word, a phonetically and
orthographically unrelated distractor, a target word onset
competitor, and an offset competitor, an innovation added to
probe how later portions of spoken words affect lexical access.
Some word recognition models posit left-to-right lexical
access that privileges onsets [13, 28], but others allow effects
from later in the word. For example, Shortlist [14, 15] assumes
bottom-up phoneme activation while exemplar models [16-18]
assume the lexicon is built of stored exemplars, yet in both
views any word position can contribute to lexical competition.

Index Terms: spoken word recognition, regional accent,
phonological categories, perceptual assimilation

1. Introduction
Regional accent variation is known to perturb spoken word
recognition, especially in second language (L2) learners [1, 2]
but does so even in native (L1) adults [3-6] and L1 learners [79]. Indeed, accent differences plague not only humans but also
automatic speech recognition systems (ASRs) and “smart”
devices [10, 11]. Little is known, however, about what
processes underlie cross-accent recognition, or about which
types of variations between the native/more familiar accent
and the unknown/less familiar accents cause those difficulties.

2.1. Participants
Models of native spoken word recognition provide crucial
guidance on the likely processes involved, i.e., those identified
by prior research that relied on stimuli in the listeners’ native
accent. The primary debate in that literature has been over
whether lexical access from spoken words is accomplished by
abstract processes involving identification of the words’
component phonemes [12-15], or by episodic memories or
stored traces of experienced exemplars [16-18]. More recently,
proponents of both views have acknowledged that lexical
access requires both processes, and have called for
development of hybrid models [17, 19, 20]; such models have
yet to be fleshed out, however. Investigations with words
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Fourteen native Australian English listeners participated in
both experiments in a single session, all recruited from the
Intro Psychology pool at UWS. Two further participants were
tested but removed from the data as English was not their L1.
All reported having no exposure to the two accents of this
study: Jamaican Mesolect and Cockney English (SE London).

2.2. Key manipulations
2.2.1. Accents
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When gaze duration to the crosshair reached 200ms, it and the
rectangle were replaced with the words “Not there” (Figure 1).
The target word played over the loudspeaker 100ms later. This
allowed participants to preview the choice words prior to
hearing the target, and ensured central fixation at its onset.
Participants completed 8 practice trials before the test phase.

Each experiment used words spoken in Australian English
(AusE) versus another regional accent rarely heard in
Australia. Because English accents differ mainly in their
vowels, Experiment 1 used a non-native regional accent with
many vowel differences from AusE: Jamaican Mesolect
English (JaME) [29-31]. Consonant differences among
English accents are less frequent and more restricted (e.g., to
specific words or positions). Yet the impact of consonant
differences on word recognition is of interest, given evidence
that consonants and vowels play different roles in word
structure and processing [32-35]. Thus, Experiment 2 used a
non-native accent differing from AusE primarily in certain
consonants (CknE: southeast London) [36].

3. Experiment 1: Jamaican English
The first experiment allowed us to test for differential effects
of CS and CG vowel differences on word recognition, by
using Jamaican Mesolect English (JaME) as our unfamiliar
accent. JaME differs from Australian (AusE) primarily in its
vowels. Consequently, most accent differences are localized in
syllable nuclei rather than in syllable margins.

2.2.2. Assimilation types
Target words were selected to have a single target vowel
(JaME: Exp. 1) or consonant (CknE: Exp. 2) that differed from
the AusE pronunciation. The critical phoneme in half of the
words for each unfamiliar accent displayed a CG difference
from AusE; those for the remainder showed a CS difference.

3.1. Materials
3.1.1. Audio target words
Target words were selected from an existing recorded corpus
of multiple tokens of isolated words produced by two female
native speakers of JaME (recorded in St Catherine’s parish,
Jamaica) and two of AusE (Sydney) chosen to match the
JaME speakers’ voice qualities and age. In each word used in
the present study the critical vowel in the JaME realization
differs from AusE such that our listeners should perceptually
assimilate it as either a CG (/ /) or CS (/ 
  ) difference from their native accent. All other
phonemes were pronounced similarly to AusE. We used 64
monosyllabic and 64 bisyllabic words (critical vowel in the
stressed initial syllable), evenly divided between high and low
frequency words (re: British [Celex] and/or AusE [SMH]). We
used one token per word per speaker, selected for best match
of voice quality and pitch contour among the speakers. We
added 35 dB of white noise to all experimental trial targets
(but not practice targets), to assure below-ceiling performance.

2.2.3. Printed choice word sets
The printed choice words for onset competitors were selected
to have the same onset [(C)(C)V] as the predicted AusE
assimilation of the target word when it was spoken in JaME
(Exp. 1) or CknE (Exp. 2). Offset competitors for
monosyllable targets shared the coda [V(C)(C)]; those for
bisyllable targets shared the final syllable [(C)(C)V(C)(C)],
relative to expected AusE assimilation of the target. Unrelated
distractors had no matching letters or phonemes, including
expected assimilations, in the same position as in the target.

2.3. Procedure
Participants were seated in a quiet room in front of a computer
monitor with an eye-tracker below it (Tobii x120). They
positioned their chin and forehead on a chin rest located 70cm
from the monitor. The audio target words played from a laptop
computer through a loudspeaker beside the monitor. Prior to
testing, the eye-tracker was calibrated to the participant’s gaze.

3.2. Results
Figure 2 shows the proportion of looks (fixation proportion) to
each printed word type (Onset competitor, Offset competitor,
and Unrelated distracter) as a function of time. The time
window shown in Figure 2 spans 500 ms to 1500 ms after the
start of a trial. This window was selected for analysis because:
1) at 500 ms the mean fixation proportion to the center (“Not
there”) in all conditions had fallen below 0.5 but was still
somewhat greater than that to any other choice, and 2) target
fixations had reached a plateau by 1500 ms in all conditions.

Figure 1: Schematic of an experimental trial. Participants click on the
crosshair after reading the words, left panel; fixate on the crosshair
until the eye-tracker detects their eyes (red square), middle panel;
then “not there” replaces the crosshair, the spoken target word is
played, and the participant clicks on the printed word corresponding
to the word they heard, final panel. The example word set assesses
perceptual assimilation of a Category Shifting (CS) vowel difference:
AusE DU(de) [dud] onset distractor and (t)OUR [tuə] offset distractor
compete with the target DOOR as spoken in JaME: [du].

The four panels in Figure 2 show the different stimulus
conditions. The top two panels show the control condition,
AusE-accented words. The bottom two panels show fixation
proportions to JaME-accented English. The panels on the left
show Category-Shifting (CS) words and those on the right
show Category-Goodness (CG) words. Comparison of the top
two panels with the bottom two panels reveals that, relative to
AusE controls (top panels), looks are more liberally distributed
across items for JaME-accented words. First, it is clear that the
trajectory of looks toward the target word is steeper for AusEaccented (top) than JaME-accented (bottom) words. Second,
the decline in looks to the distracters, particularly onset
competitors, is much more gradual for JaME-accented words
than for AusE-accented words. This indicates that the
competitor words were more distracting when target words

The trial procedure was designed to assure the participant
was fixating the center of the monitor as each audio target
word played. Trials began with a display of the four printed
choice words, one per quadrant, with a central crosshair.
Participants were asked to silently read the four words, then
click on the crosshair and gaze at it until a red rectange outline
appeared, triggered by the eye-tracker’s detection of fixation.
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were heard in the unfamiliar accent.

interactions between accent and assimilation type [F(1,13) =
25.81, p < .001] and between accent and distracter type
[F(2,12) = 9.18, p < .01] were also significant, as was the
three-way interaction [F(2,12) = 4.25, p < .05]. Separate posthoc ANOVAs were run for each distracter type, with accent
and assimilation type as factors. The effect of accent was
significant for onset distracters [F(1,13) = 47.83, p < .001] and
unrelated distracters [F(1,13) = 19.60, p < .001] and was
nearly significant for offset distracters [F(1,13) = 4.52, p =
.053]. The CS-CG assimilation type difference was not itself
significant for any of the distracter types. However, the accent
x assimilation type interaction was significant for both onset
[F(1,13) = 12.55, p < .01] and offset distracters [F(1,13) =
19.06, p < .001] but n.s. for unrelated distracters [F(1,13) < 1].

Figure 2 also shows differences between CS and CG
words in JaME-accented English. Fixation proportion for
onset competitors, but also for offset competitors, shows a
more gradual decline for CS words than for CG words. This
indicates accent differences that cross a category boundary
evoke greater competition between lexical items, even to some
degree for the later portion of the word (offset competitors).
ASSIMILATION TYPE
CG
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0.4

3.3. Discussion
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As expected, the unfamiliar accent slowed word recognition.
Jamaican-accented English evoked more looks to on-screen
competitors than did the same words produced in Australian
English, indicating that perceptual assimilation of other-accent
vowels to listeners’ native accent systematically affects lexical
competition and slows the process of spoken word recognition.
Importantly, the design of the study and its target words
revealed two additional novel findings: 1) vowels that display
category-shifting (CS) differences from the native accent
hinder word recognition more than those showing only withincategory goodness differences (CG); 2) nonetheless, CG
vowel variants also hinder recognition, and according to the
same patterns; 3) while lexical competition is strongest for
word onset phonetic similarities, it is non-negligibly affected
as well by word offset similarities (rime portion).
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Figure 2: Mean fixation proportion to each printed choice item
(separate lines) by condition (accent*assimilation type). The top two
panels show AusE. The bottom two panels show looks to JaME.
Category Goodness [CG] (left) and Category Shifting [CS] (right)
words are shown for both accents.

Figure 3 shows mean fixation proportion across the 5001500ms window by condition and distracter type for
Experiment 1. For onset and offset distracters, assimilation
type modulates the effect of accent. Differences in fixation
proportion are greater for CS words than for CG words. To
evaluate statistical significance of this pattern, we conducted a
three-way repeated measures ANOVA on arcsine-transformed
fixation proportions (averages across the 500-1500ms
window). The factors were accent {AusE, JaME}, assimilation
type {CS, CG}, and distracter type {Onset competitor, Offset
competitor, Unrelated distracter}.

Next, we addressed whether consonant variations also
elicit lexical competition, specifically whether or not they
elicit the same patterns found with vowels. As noted earlier,
converging evidence suggests consonants and vowels play
substantively different roles in the phonological organization
of words and their recognition. Thus, it was uncertain whether
consonant differences would impact word processing similarly
to vowels, especially whether the different and more varied
positions of the consonants enhances or reduces their impact.

4. Exp 2: Cockney English (SE London)
4.1. Materials
4.1.1. Audio target words
Cockney was chosen for this experiment because most of its
vowels are very similar to AusE while certain consonants
differ, including both CG type assimilations (initial /t/ as [ts];
/r/ as [w]) and CS type assimilations (CknE /θ/ as /f/; initial /h/
as [ ]; medial/final /t/ as []; medial /ð/ as [v]; final /l/ as []).
Given the many phonotactic constraints on these consonant
realization differences, the critical consonant in CknE vs.
AusE target words varied among initial, medial and final
position. The JaME words did not display such positional
variation, as their critical vowel was always the nucleus of the
stressed syllable. We selected 1- and 2-syllable target words
following the same principles as Experiment 1. We again used
an existing corpus of words produced by two adult female
speakers of CknE (recorded in southeast London) and two new
female AusE speakers (Sydney), match for voice qualities and
age. Again, 35 dB of white noise was added to all tokens.

Figure 3: Mean fixation proportion to distracters by accent (JaME vs.
AusE) and assimilation type (CG vs. CS) between 500-1500ms. Error
bars display standard errors of the mean (s.e.m.).

The main effects were all significant: accent [F(1,13) =
73.86, p < .001], distracter type [F(2,12) = 65.70, p < .001],
and assimilation type [F(1,13) = 7.41, p < .05]. The
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distracter type interaction was significant [F(2,12) = 21.01, p <
.001], as was the three way interaction for accent, assimilation
and distracter type [F(2,12) = 43.57, p < .001].

4.2. Results
Figure 4 is structurally parallel to Figure 2. It shows
proportion of looks (fixation proportion) over time for each
distracter type (Onset competitor, Offset competitor, Unrelated
distracter) as a function of condition: Accent -- AusE (top),
CknE (bottom) x assimilation type -- CG (left), CS (right). The
same time window was used for analyses as in Experiment 1,
500ms to 1500ms, for the reasons given earlier. Comparison of
the top two panels with the bottom two panels reveals that,
relative to AusE controls (top panels), looks are more liberally
distributed across items for CknE-accented words. Again, as in
Experiment 1, the trajectory of looks toward the target word is
steeper for AusE-accented (top) than CknE-accented (bottom)
words, and the decline in looks to distracters (particularly
onset competitors) is much more gradual for CknE-accented
words than AusE-accented words. Thus, competitors were
again more distracting for target words in the unfamiliar
accent.

To pursue the source of the three-way interaction, separate
post-hoc ANOVAs were run for each distracter type with
accent and assimilation type as factors. These showed that
accent had a significant effect on onset competitors [F(1,13) =
45.78, p < .001] and offset competitors [F(1,13) = 24.06, p <
.001]. The interaction between accent and assimilation type
was also significant for both onset [F(1,13) = 7.90, p < .05]
and offset competitors [F(1,13) = 10.85, p < .01]. For
unrelated competitors, neither accent [F(1,13) = 3.33, p = .09]
nor the interaction between accent and assimilation type
[F(1,13) = 4.53, p = .08] reached significance.
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Figure 5: Mean fixation proportion to distracters by accent (CknE vs.
AusE) and assimilation type (CG vs. CS) between 500-1500ms. Errors
bars display s.e.m. values.
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Figure 4: Mean fixation proportion to each item on the screen
(separate lines) by condition (accent*assimilation type). The top two
panels show AusE. The bottom two panels show looks to CknE.
Category Shifting [CS] (left) and Category Goodness, [CG] (right)
words are shown for both accents.

The key results of replicated Experiment 1 findings with a
very different unfamiliar accent, CknE, in which the target
words had been selected to exploit CG and CS type consonant
realization differences, rather than vowel differences, from
AusE. Remarkably, these similarities emerged despite the
different and more varied word positions of the critical
consonants (initial, medial and final word positions), as
compared to the constant nuclear position of the critical
vowels in the stressed syllable of Experiment 1 target words.

Figure 4 also shows differences between CG and CS
words produced in Cockney-accented English. Fixation
proportion for onset competitors shows a more gradual decline
for CS words than for CG words. This indicates that accent
differences that cross a category boundary evoke greater
competition between lexical items.

5. Conclusions

Figure 5 shows mean fixation proportion across the 5001500ms window (Figure 4) by condition and distracter type.
The patterns reveal variable effects of assimilation type across
accents and distracter types. There are more looks to both
onset and offset distracters for CknE-accented English than for
AusE-accented English. However, it appears that the effect of
accent is modulated by assimilation type in different ways for
onset and offset distracters. CS words draw more looks to
onset distracters than do CG words. Offset distracters show the
opposite pattern: CG words draw more looks than CS words.

Across both vowel and consonant differences, spoken word
recognition was slower for words spoken in the two unfamiliar
regional English accents than in listeners’ native AusE accent.
Moreover, while recognition of non-native-accented words
was disrupted more by onset than offset competitors, the latter
did systematically affect JaME and CknE word recognition.
As predicted, effects were larger for CS than CG type accent
differences. We conclude that: 1) perceptual assimilation plays
a key role in cross-accent recognition; 2) lexical competition
occurs not only in onsets but also later in words; 3) vowel and
consonant variations affect lexical competition similarly.

We again conducted a 3-way repeated measures ANOVA,
as in Experiment 2. The main effects of accent [F(1,13) =
45.62, p < .001] and distracter type [F(2,12) = 40.29, p < .001]
were significant, but that for assimilation type was not
[F(1,13) < 1]. Nor was the interaction between accent and
assimilation type significant. However, the assimilation type x
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